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Overview
I Introducing the cosmological constant
Einstein’s 1917 static model of the universe
Problem of interpretation

II Abandoning the cosmological constant
Hubble’s law and cosmic expansion
The Friedman-Einstein and Einstein-deSitter models

III The legend of Einstein’s “biggest blunder”
Interrogating the legend
New supporting evidence

Relevance for the problem of dark energy

Einstein in Berlin

Einstein’s 1917 model of the cosmos
Assume static universe (observation)
Non-zero, static, uniform density of matter

Assume closed spatial curvature
To conform with the relativity of inertia
Solves problem of 𝑔𝜇𝜈 at infinity

New term necessary in GFE*
Allowed by relativity
Needed for non-zero solution

Quantitative model of the universe
Cosmic radius related to matter density
Cosmic radius related to cosmological constant

Einstein’s interpretation of λ
Introduced in analogy with Newtonian cosmology
Full section on Newtonian gravity (Einstein 1917)
Indefinite potential at infinity?

𝛻 2 𝜙 = 4𝜋G𝜌

(P1)

𝛻 2 𝜙 − λ𝜙 = 4𝜋G𝜌 (P2)

Modifying Newtonian gravity at cosmic scales
Extra term in Poisson’s equation

A “foil” for relativistic models
Introduce cosmic constant in similar manner

Inexact analogy
Modified GFE corresponds to P3, not P2

A significant error?
No interpretation given in 1917

𝛻 2 𝜙 + 𝑐 2 λ = 4𝜋G𝜌 (P3)

The de Sitter universe
Alternate cosmic solution for the GFE
A universe empty of matter (1917)
Curvature of spacetime determined by cosmic constant
Einstein’s reaction
Unrealistic; conflict with Mach’s principle
Mathematically unsound? Singularity?
Interest from astronomers
Prediction of redshifts
The Einstein-deSitter-Weyl-Klein debate
Static or non-static - a matter of co-ordinates?
Einstein’s first reservations about λ?

Willem de Sitter

Schrödinger and the cc
Schrödinger, 1918
Cosmic constant term not necessary for cosmic model
Negative pressure term in energy-momentum tensor

Einstein’s reaction
New formulation equivalent to original
(Questionable: physics not the same)

Erwin Schrödinger 1887-1961

Schrödinger, 1918
Could pressure term be time-dependent ?

Einstein’s reaction
If not constant, time dependence unknown
“I have no wish to enter this thicket of hypotheses”
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Einstein’s evolving view of λ
Not an energy of space (1917)
Incompatible with Mach’s Principle

A necessary evil
“An ugly modification of the GFE” (Einstein 1918)
Einstein’s 1922 postcard to Weyl

A changing view
New form of GFE (Einstein 1918)
λ = constant of integration?

Dispensible?
“If the universe is not static, then away with the cosmic constant”
Postcard to Hermann Weyl (1922)

II The expanding universe
Hubble’s law (1929)
A linear redshift/distance relation for the spiral nebulae
Linear relation: h = 500 kms-1Mpc-1 (Cepheid I stars)

Evidence of cosmic expansion?
RAS meeting (1930): Eddington, de Sitter

Friedman-Lemaître models circulated
Time-varying radius and density of matter

Einstein apprised of Hubble’s observations
Cambridge (1930), Caltech (Spring 1931)
Had previously rejected F-L models

Edwin Hubble (1889-1953)

Expanding models of the cosmos (1930 -)
▪ Eddington (1930, 31)
On the instability of the Einstein universe
Expansion caused by condensation?

▪ Tolman (1930, 31)
On the behaviour of non-static models
Expansion caused by annihilation of matter ?

▪ de Sitter (1930, 31)
Further remarks on the expanding universe
Expanding universes of every flavour

▪ Einstein abandons λ (1931, 32)
Friedman-Einstein model k =1, λ = 0
Einstein-de Sitter model k = 0, λ = 0

Minimalist approach

The Friedman-Einstein model (1931)
Cosmic constant abandoned
Unsatisfactory (unstable static solution)
Unnecessary (non-static universe)

Calculations of cosmic radius and density
Einstein: P ~ 108 lyr, ρ ~ 10-26 g/cm3 , t ~ 1010 yr
We get: P ~ 109 lyr, ρ ~ 10-28 g/cm3 , t ~ 109 yr

Explanation for age paradox?
Assumption of homogeneity at early epochs

Not a cyclic model
“Model fails at P = 0 ”
Contrary to what is usually stated

Others retain the cosmic constant
Mathematical generality
Eddington, Tolman, de Sitter

Addressing the age problem
Eddington, Lemaître

Formation of galaxies
Lemaître
Cause of expansion
Eddington, Tolman

Gradually dropped from 1950s onwards

III The legend of Einstein’s “biggest blunder”
“The biggest blunder he ever made in his life”
Reported by George Gamow (1956, 1970)

Doubts about legend (1980s--)
Queried by Straumann, Earman, Nussbaumer, Livio
(i) not in Einstein’s papers or other reports
(ii) doubts about Gamow and his interactions with Einstein

Our interest
Consistent with cosmic models of 1931 and 1932
Consistent with later writings on cosmology

New evidence
Records of extensive Einstein-Gamow interaction
Testimony of Alpher and Wheeler

Gamow’s statement (1956, 1970)
Studying Einstein’s publications on that subject from a purely
mathematical point of view, Friedmann noticed that Einstein had
made a mistake in the alleged proof that the universe must
necessarily be stable and unchangeable in time….Einstein’s proof
does not hold and Friedmann realised that this opened up an entire
world of time-dependent universes: expanding, collapsing, and
pulsating ones. Thus, Einstein’s original gravity equation was
correct, and changing it was a mistake. Much later, when I was
discussing cosmological problems with Einstein, he remarked that
the introduction of the cosmological term was the biggest blunder
he ever made in his life.

George Gamow ‘My World Line’ (Viking Press, 1970)

Einstein’s later view of Λ
French review of cosmology (1933)
Λ-term both redundant and unsatisfactory
The meaning of relativity (1945)
“Hubble’s observations known….would never have introduced”

Letter to Lemaître (1947)
“The ugliness of two independent terms”

Einstein Festschrift (1949)
Rejects arguments in favour of Λ
Rejects Lemaître’s use of Λ to address time problem

Letter from Einstein to Lemaȋtre, September 26th, 1947.
© The Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
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Einstein-Gamow interactions
Gamow’s profile
Alpha decay, C-W experiment, BB nucleosynthesis
Well-known to Einstein
Georges Gamow

Interaction with Einstein
Wartime visits to IAS (Finkelstein)

Conversations on cosmology
Einstein letter on nucleosynthesis (1948)
Visit of Gamow group to IAS (Wheeler)

Plausibility
Gamow in right place and right time

𝐸 = 𝑚𝑐 2

Letter from Einstein to Gamow, August 4th 1948, with inscription
added by Gamow. © The Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
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Excerpt from the book Exploring Black Holes: Introduction to General Relativity in which
John A. Wheeler recalls Einstein describing the cosmological constant as his “biggest blunder”
(Taylor and Wheeler 2000 p G11). © Addison Wesley Longman
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Posting by Ralph Alpher on the online message board of the History of Astronomy
Discussion Group (HASTRO) on April 2nd 1998.
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Conclusions on “biggest blunder”
Consistent with cosmic models of 1931, 1932
F-E and E-dS models

Consistent with later writings on cosmology
1945, 1947, 1949

Plausible conversation with Gamow
Einstein-Gamow interaction

Independent evidence
Alpher and Wheeler

So what?

Modern big bang model: Λ-CDM
A flat, accelerating universe containing matter,
dark matter and dark energy

1.

Ordinary matter:

4% (astrophysics)

2.

Dark matter:

22% (astrophysics)

3.

Dark energy :

74% (supernova, CMB)

Ω = 1 (ΩM = 0.26; ΩΛ = 0.74)
Einstein’s biggest blunder: setting Λ to zero ?
But: interpretation of Λ still problematic - quickfix?

Physics of dark energy
Allowed by general relativity
Cosmological constant term
Constant or variable?
Natural tendency of space to expand?
Quantum energy of vacuum?
GR meets QT
Why of similar order to matter density?
Conflict between theory and observation
Other explanations for DE?

The cosmological constant problem
Zero-point energy of the vacuum?
Extremely large value (Zeldovich 1964)
Mismatch between calculation and experiment

Modern cc problem –worse!
Weinberg no-go theorem
𝛬𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝛬0 + 𝛬𝑧𝑓 + 𝛬𝑒𝑤 + 𝛬𝑞𝑐𝑑

Coincidence problem
Why is ΩΛ ≈ ΩM ?

Alternative explanations
Einstein’s stance support for cosmologies without cc?

Introducing the cosmological constant
From 3(a), in accordance with (1a) one calculates for the 𝑅𝜇𝜈
𝑥1 = 𝑥2 = 𝑥3 = 0 the values
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Thus from (1) the two contradictory equations are obtained
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Einstein 1933
(4)

λ term needed for (static) solution
Interpretation?

Coda The return of the cosmic constant
New problems with timeline (HST, 1990s)
Resurrect λ – Turner, Krauss, Carroll

Redshifts of Type Ia Supernovae (1998)
Light from furthest supernovae too dim
Expansion speeding up in recent epochs?

Geometry of cosmos from CMB (2000)
Flat geometry – BOOMERANG, MAXIMA
Ω = 1 (but ΩM = 0.3)

Dark energy: extra component in energy density of universe

Georges Gamow

The stability of the Einstein World
How does cosmic constant term work?
Assume uniform distribution of matter

Perturbation
What happens if the density of matter varies slightly?
Failed to investigate
No mention of issue in 1917 paper
No mention of issue until 1927, 1930

Lemaître (1927)
Cosmos expanding from Einstein World
Eddington (1930)
Einstein World unstable

George Gamow (aged 26) at a meeting in 1930 at the Niels Bohr Institute in Copenhagen.
Front row (L to R): Oskar Klein, Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, Wolfgang Pauli, Gamow,
Lev Landau and Hans Kramers. © Niels Bohr Archive, Copenhagen.
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